SEE UNRIVALED SAFETY¹
SEE THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE 20-YEAR WARRANTY
SEE HIGH SATISFACTION

ASK YOUR BOARD-CERTIFIED PLASTIC SURGEON FOR SIENTRA
our high standards are your high standards

“...The way I look has changed, but more importantly the way I feel has changed.

-JAMIE

Jamie, Actual Sientra Patient
SEE AN UNRIVALED SAFETY PROFILE

Our silicone breast implants are clinically shown to have low complication rates through a robust 10-year clinical study and are designed to perform better.\textsuperscript{4,5}

SEE THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE AND LONGEST BREAST IMPLANT WARRANTY

It’s more than just a 20-year warranty, it’s our commitment to your health and safety.

SEE THE HIGHEST RATED BREAST IMPLANTS IN THE U.S.*

With a 97% “Worth It” rating from RealSelf, see more than the silhouette you’ve always wanted, see the satisfaction you deserve.

SEE A BOARD-CERTIFIED PLASTIC SURGEON

Only our high-strength cohesive silicone gel implants are available exclusively from the most skilled surgeons so you can feel confident in the most qualified hands.

*Among silicone gel breast implants. 97% “Worth It” rating as of December 2020 on realself.com
COHESIVE ROUND IMPLANTS DESIGNED FOR A FULLER LOOK WITH A NATURALLY SOFT FEEL

Designed to provide fullness in the top part of your breast (cleavage)

Created specifically for a fuller overall look

Available in smooth and microtextured shell surface

OVER 250 ROUND IMPLANT OPTIONS AND FIVE PROJECTION LEVELS

smooth surface

POPULAR CHOICE

Soft yet durable. Smooth shells keep the gel inside and allow the implant to move naturally with the breast tissue.
COHESIVE TEARDROP SHAPED IMPLANTS DESIGNED TO MIMIC THE NATURAL SLOPE OF A WOMAN’S BREAST

The profile of the teardrop shape has a more gentle contour above the nipple and more fullness in the lower portion of the breast.

Available only in microtextured shell surface

OVER 90 TEARDROP SHAPED IMPLANT OPTIONS AND TWO PROJECTION LEVELS

TEXTURED SURFACES ARE NOT ALL THE SAME

More rough and aggressive shell surfaces have been classified as macrotextured. Sientra’s textured shell has been classified as a microtexture due to its less aggressive, finer surface. Sientra’s microtextured surface has been reported to have the lowest number of BIA-ALCL (cancer of the immune system) cases of all U.S. implant brands.
HIGH-STRENGTH COHESIVE (HSC) GEL

is soft but maintains its shape. HSC implants hold their fullness while mimicking the soft feel of natural breast tissue.
see the shape you’ve always wanted

**HIGH-STRENGTH COHESIVE PLUS (HSC+) GEL**

is more cohesive than our HSC gel. It provides improved shape retention without the trade-off of an overly firm implant.\(^4\)
see the before and afters

With an abundance of sizes, textures and shapes, Sientra’s selection of implants are designed to provide your desired look, whether you’re after a subtle change or a complete transformation.

LOW projection
MINIMAL FULLNESS AT TOP

Photos courtesy of Dr. James C. Grotting

MODERATE projection
FULL WITH SLIGHTLY ROUND TOP

Photos courtesy of Dr. Robert Cohen
MODERATE PLUS
projection
FULL WITH ROUND TOP

HIGH
projection
FULLER WITH MORE ROUND TOP

XTRA HIGH
projection
FULLEST WITH VERY ROUND TOP

With an abundance of sizes, textures and shapes, Sientra's selection of implants are designed to provide your desired look, whether you're after a subtle change or a complete transformation.
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OUR SILICONE BREAST IMPLANTS ARE CLINICALLY SHOWN TO HAVE LOW COMPLICATION RATES

**LOW Capsular Contracture rate***

**CAPSULAR CONTRACTURE**
A tightening/hardening of the scar tissue around the implant

**LOWEST Rupture rate***

**IMPLANT RUPTURE**
A hole or tear in the shell of the implant

**LOWEST Reoperation rate***

**REOPERATION**
Any additional surgery performed to the breast after the first breast implantation

*(primary augmentation cohort)*
BECAUSE WE BELIEVE IN THE SAFETY AND PERFORMANCE OF OUR IMPLANTS, WE CAN OFFER THE INDUSTRY’S BEST WARRANTY

Our Sientra Platinum20 Product Replacement and Limited Warranty Program is the most comprehensive and longest of any breast implant manufacturer. Not only does it provide the most comprehensive protection and longest length of coverage, it also includes the most financial assistance and least amount of warranty restrictions in the industry.

Covers all primary and revision augmentation and reconstruction surgeries.

**LIFETIME** FREE implant replacement for rupture

**20 YEAR** Up to $5,000 for uncovered fees and costs due to implant rupture

**20 YEAR** FREE implant replacement for complications of capsular contracture (Baker Grade III/IV), late forming seroma, and double capsule

**2 YEAR** Up to $2,000 for uncovered fees and costs due to capsular contracture (Baker Grade III/IV), late forming seroma, and double capsule

For qualifying patients with late forming seroma, Sientra will cover the cost of complete testing, based on current best practices, for Breast Implant Associated-Anaplastic Large Cell Lymphoma (BIA-ALCL).
Sientra's Silicone Gel Breast Implants are indicated for breast augmentation in women at least 22 years old and for breast reconstruction. Breast augmentation includes primary breast augmentation to increase the breast size, as well as revision surgery to correct or improve the result of primary breast augmentation surgery. Breast reconstruction includes primary reconstruction to replace breast tissue that has been removed due to cancer or trauma or that has failed to develop properly due to a severe breast abnormality. Breast reconstruction also includes revision surgery to correct or improve the results of a primary breast reconstruction surgery. Breast implant surgery is contraindicated in women with active infection anywhere in their bodies, with existing cancer or pre-cancer of their breast who have not received adequate treatment for those conditions and, who are pregnant or nursing.

Key complications include capsular contracture, implant removal, rupture and reoperation. For more detailed information about the risks and benefits of Sientra breast implants, please visit sientra.com/resources or call Sientra at 888.708.0808.

Sientra breast implants with High-Strength Cohesive silicone gel are only available through board-certified or board-eligible plastic surgeons.

Sientra® and Sientra Platinum20™ are trademarks of Sientra, Inc. ©2020 Sientra, Inc. All rights reserved.